Identifies Problems then Solves Them!

844-972-6766

Excellence is

the
new

Zenith

Providing the

Highest
Quality,
Best
Value

All parts covered by our

EXCLUSIVE
10-YEAR
100%
REPLACEMENT
WARRANTY

for the dollar spent
Designed and built
to provide a

Minimum
30-year
Service
Life

Multiple
Patents Pending
Foreign and Domestic

INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE

Hands-free, no-touch
door opening and closing!

Now Hiring
Regional Outside

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI | SANSOMINDUSTRIES.COM | 844-972-6766

Sales Representatives
CALL TODAY!

Excellence is Zenith
Invest in

THE BEST
today...
to ensure

MAXIMUM

profitability in
the future!

The bitterness
of poor quality
remains
long after the
sweetness of
lower price is
forgotten.

You invest in the very best trucks for servicing;
why not invest in the VERY BEST portable
restrooms for You and Your customers!
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Designed M

THINK - Many portable restrooms require 80 rivets or more to
assemble. In a 500-unit fleet that is 4,000 rivets—
or more! In a 1,000-unit fleet that’s over 80,000
rivets!
THINK - There are thousands of costly rivets that could fail
and need to be replaced.
THINK - Elimination of corner strips and vent screens.
THINK - Thin single-sheet walls crack and must be replaced.
Zenith walls and doors are durable, blow-molded
and double thickness.
THINK - How many seats have you had to replace in the last
10 years? Zenith uses toilet seats made in the USA,
not China, and installed with our new patented
seat-locking system which locks the seat into place and
cannot slide from one side to the other when in use.
THINK - Zenith bases provide 12 air/drainage vents to allow
air to flow from the bottom to the top, similar to
a chimney.
THINK - Some portables use metal doors and frames which bend
easily and are usually unrepairable.
THINK - Dollar for dollar, Zenith offers the best value for
the dollar spent.

FEATURES &
BENEFITS
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Effective Exterior
Improved, stronger plastic hinges that do not bend or break easily
Increased door height by approximately 4"
Larger unit
New ventilation system generates about 200% more air flow with
the slightest breeze
All stainless steel fasteners
No rivets or fasteners required to assemble the door sides or walls
Blow-molded unit, double walls and door for superior durability

Corners will
withstand
heavy ratchet
strap use
without failure
or collapse
T
H
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Interior
Smooth areas on all interior surfaces including walls,
sides and inside of door for easy cleaning
New molded in-corner vent stack; nothing can get behind it.
Blends in corner for easy cleaning
Seat is in the corner and is not facing the urinal
All our seats are 100% American made
Largest holding tank in the industry at 80 gallons
New, stronger open/close latch; improved opening
handle
incorporates hover handle in design
Two improved springs on door; enclosed between two
sheets of plastic
Hand sanitizer mounting platform built in directly above
urinal for no drip on floor
New one-piece corner urinal and clog-resistant piping with
wider opening forease of cleaning and less splashing
Zenith’s patented seat system locks in position. It cannot
move from side to side when in use. The seat is a large
elongated type. This virtually eliminates seat breakage.
New 80-gallon tank eliminates splashing chemicals on user.

FIRST EVER ON
A PORTABLE RESTROOM

INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE

Hands-free,
no-touch
door opening
and closing!
Engineered so that even a child
can intuitively use hands-free open.

844-972-6766 | SANSOMINDUSTRIES.COM

Which of these
old models are
you now using?
If you want to
remain the same,
just keep doing
the same thing
over and over.

THINK

Age 30+ Years

Age 35+ Years

Age 30+ Years

Age 20+ Years

Age 30+ Years

How have the
units you
currently use
failed you?

ASK US
How has Sansom
solved these
specific
problems?
Upgrade to the
new Zenith
and watch your
volumes and
profits grow
and maintenance
costs plummet.

Age 20+ Years

If you offer the same thing
that your competitors offer,
then it comes down to
who rents them the cheapest.

Now Hiring
Regional Outside

844-972-6766 | SANSOMINDUSTRIES.COM Sales Representatives
CALL TODAY!

Excellence...

Zenith
Experience the Excitement

PSAI
Convention
WWETT

10-Year Limited
Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS
MEMBER

T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S*
Height

89.58 inches 227.53 centimeters

Width

44.10 inches 112.01 centimeters

Depth

47.98 inches 121.87 centimeters

Door Opening Height

75.44 inches 191.62 centimeters

Door Opening Width

24.69 inches

62.71 centimeters

Capacity
80 gallons
302.8 liters
5 gallons of chemical solution provides 5 inches of depth/coverage
Weight

185 pounds

*Specifications subject to change without notice.
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83.9 kilograms
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Excellence
is...the all new
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Compare to the prices and
quality of our competitors.

You’ll find the RAM
to be a better value.

UNIQUE
FEATURES
of the RAM
• Twin-sheet, blow-molded walls and door
• Superior, time-proven corner post
construction originated by Sansom in 1996
• Corners will withstand heavy ratchet strap
use without failure or collapse
• 60-useable gallon sump tank with
seat lock system
• The RAM shares the very innovative,
high-quality, roto-molded base as our
premium Zenith model

Multiple
Patents Pending
Foreign and Domestic

Now Hiring
Regional Outside

844-972-6766 | SANSOMINDUSTRIES.COM

Sales Representatives
CALL TODAY!

FEATURES
& BENEFITS
of ALL Sansom Models
All Sansom portable restrooms
include these highly innovative and
very valuable features—

STANDARD!
Improved, stronger plastic
hinges that do not bend
Hands-free lock/unlock
with hover handle built in
Corners will withstand heavy ratchet
strap use without failure or collapse

Seat lock system
Hands free open and close
10-year limited warranty
3-roll paper holder
Very sturdy and useful
coat/utility hook
Hand sanitizer mounting
location
Ultra-strong corners withstand
heavy ratchet strapping

MEMBER
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Designed M

100 %% Excellence...
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Zenith
MAX
UNIQUE
anu
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THE HIGHEST QUALITY
AND MOST DURABLE

ADA/SPECIAL NEEDS
RESTROOM

FEATURES

AVAILABLE
Expected Service Life

30 YEARS

Multiple
Patents Pending
Foreign and Domestic

of the Zenith MAX
All NEW construction design utilizes
the following innovative and unique
features for our wheelchair
accessible restroom.
• Exclusive one-piece floor structure
which is the foundation that the
MAX is built upon using all stainless
steel threaded fasteners
• Floor formed from a single sheet of
.400 gauge thick plastic making it
nearly indestructible
• Vertical assist grab bar
• Side and rear forklift access
openings molded into floor
• Ratchet belts will not collapse this
unit
• Integrated ADA compliant hand
grab rails on three interior walls
• Baby changer mount built in
• Exclusive for an ADA-type portable
restroom: available 45- or 70-gallon
SUMPED bottom tank
• ALL other portable restrooms of
this type utilize difficult to clean
flat-bottom tanks
• Door jam sonically welded for
extreme durability—no fasteners

5/16
Fender
Washer

Floor/Wall Mount System

13 FASTENERS
connect walls
to base

Wall

5/16 18x1'' Torx
Truss Bolt
into
5/16 18 Nyloc Nut
& Fender Washer
on Inside

Floor Pan

Unit does not require angled metal
parts to attach floor and wall
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Now Hiring
Regional Outside

Sales Representatives
CALL TODAY!

Excellence...

Zenith
FEATURES
& BENEFITS

of ALL Sansom Models
All Sansom portable restrooms
include these highly innovative and
very valuable features—

STANDARD!
Improved, stronger plastic
hinges that do not bend
Hands-free lock/unlock
with hover handle built in
Seat lock system
Hands free open and close
10-year limited warranty
3-roll paper holder
Very sturdy and useful
coat/utility hook

INDUSTRY
EXCLUSIVE
Customer choice of tank size, each
of which include sump feature for
quick, easy servicing.

Small Tank
45 Gallons

Large Tank
70 Gallons

Hand sanitizer mounting
location
Ultra-strong corners withstand
heavy ratchet strapping

MEMBER
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THREE ALL-NEW Models
Identifies
Problems then
Solves Them!
Providing the
Fully ADA and California Title 24 Compliant

Highest
Quality,
Best
Value

Excellence...

ADA

The Superior Mid-Price Range Unit

MAX

RAM

Zenith
625 Feise Road
O’Fallon, MO 63366

for the dollar spent
Designed and built
to provide a

Minimum
30-year
Service
Life
INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE

Hands-free, no-touch
door opening and closing!

Excellence is

Zenith

We at Sansom industries have researched, studied, and
identified the weaknesses of portable restrooms of the past
and today —and SOLVED those problems.
THINK - Hygiene is of utmost importance to your customers. The hands-free opening
and closing of the Zenith offers customers optimum sanitary access.
THINK - Zenith corners do not require any rivets for assembly of walls and doors. Think
of the savings by avoiding repair and labor costs—not to mention down time!
THINK - Zenith is 100% American designed, manufactured and assembled.
THINK - Zenith corners are constructed of 4 layers of plastic per corner. Ratchet belts
will not collapse the unit in transit.
THINK - Inferior single-sheet models will collapse under ratchet belts
causing significant damage.

Now Hiring
Regional Outside

844-972-6766 | SANSOMINDUSTRIES.COM

Sales Representatives
CALL TODAY!

